A LIFE IN THE SERVICE OF LEARNING:
A TRIBUTE TO PROF. GUY ASTON

12 April 2019

11:00 Welcome: Silvia Bernardini (Director DIT)
11:10 Lou Burnard (Oxford University)
Achieving comity: disciplinary border-crossings with Guy Aston
11:50 Natalie Kübler (University of Paris, Diderot)
Translation and Guy Aston’s fruit salads or how to apply various recipes to corpus training in translation
12:30 Gordon Tucker (Cardiff University)
‘We shall shortly be arriving into Reading’: A case study in contemporary language change

Lunch

14:30 Laurie Anderson (Siena University), Laura Gavioli (Modena and Reggio Emilia University), and Federico Zanettin (Perugia University)
Presentation of the festschrift Translation and Interpreting for Language Learners (TAIL). Lessons in honour of Guy Aston, Anna Ciliberti and Daniela Zorzi
15:30 Academic tributes to prof. Guy Aston

To confirm participation, please send an email by March 31 to natacha.niemants@unibo.it

This day is organized with the support of the CoLiTec (Corpora, Linguistics, Technology) research centre as well as under the auspices of three association Guy Aston belonged to